Sacagawea Lewis Clark Expedition Ella
the orderly report ~ december 2018 - lewisandclark - 6 sacagawea portrayal by 4th grader 6 tom elpel
with belladonna beaver 7 library update - meet della yeager 7 ... expedition at the lewis and clark discovery
expedition of st charles' encampment at fort massac. john fisher supplied the medical discovery trunk to
lcdesc. sacagawea - cspams.weebly - sacagawea sacagawea was born sometime around 1790. she is best
known for her role in assisting the lewis and clark expedition. she and her husband were guides from the great
plains to the meriwether lewis and wflltam clark - shoshone interpreter, member of the lewis and clark
expedition. born around 1788. much about sacagawea, the only woman on the lewis and clark expedition into
the american west, is a mystery. the daughter of a shoshone chief, it is not known exactly when she was born.
some sources say 1788 while others say 1786 and 1787. sacagawea readworks hw - pc\|mac - before the
expedition left her tribe, sacagawea had to decide between staying with her people and finishing the
expedition; _____, she chose to continue traveling with lewis and clark. a instead b ultimately c therefore d
above all 8. name one of sacagawea’s roles, or jobs, during the lewis and clark expedition. november 2011
august 2012 t birdwoman ... - lewis and clark - who was sacagawea? lewis and clark encounter a world of
women from sakakawea to sacagawea: the evolution of a name “sacagawea returned to her people—august
24, 1805.” by charles fritz. ... women and their horses, the expedition crossed over lemhi pass and the
continental divide. answers lewis and clark’s expedition - lewis and clark’s expedition 1803 1804 1807
lewis and clark’s expedition begins may 1804 lewis and clark meet a fur trapper named charbonneau and his
wife sacagawea nov 1804 lewis and clark see a grizzly bear for the first time aug 1805 sacagawea has a
baptiste feb 1805 clark thinks he sees the pacific ocean nov 1805 blackfeet indians try ... lewis & clark
timeline - monticello - lewis & clark timeline 1805 february 11, 1805 sacagawea, charbonneau’s indian wife,
gives birth to a son, jean baptiste, at fort mandan. the child is later nicknamed pompy, or pomp by clark. april
7, 1805 lewis and clark send the keelboat down the missouri river with a shipment for president jefferson.
student reading – sacagawea source list - —excerpt from clark’s list of expedition members secondary
sources 1. a popular theory evolved that purported sacagawea died at age 100, april 9, 1884, and was buried
at fort washakie, wind river indian reservation, wyoming. there indeed was a celebrated shoshoni indian
woman interred at fort washakie in 1884, who had a son named bazil. sacagawea: the name that says it
all - 207). sacagawea joined the expedition when lewis and clark eagerly signed on her husband, a french fur
trader by the name of toussaint charbonneau. about forty years of age, charbonneau owned young wives from
different tribes. sacagawea, captured from the shoshone tribes by the hidatsas at a very young age, had been
bought
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